Information for promoters

Mairi Campbell: Pulse Trailer
Mairi Campbell: Pulse Showreel

Award-winning musician Mairi Campbell presents Pulse, her first one-woman
theatre show, co-devised and directed by Kath Burlinson. It is the story of Mairi’s
musical homecoming and a journey of the heart.
Apprenticed into the professional orchestral world, Mairi’s frustration hits boiling
point and she breaks away from the stifling autocracy. Pulse charts her
passionate and, sometimes, painful journey of discovery, taking her to Mexico,
Cape Breton and beyond. With the help of mentors and guides, Mairi charts a
path back to pulse through Scotland’s indigenous music and ‘comes home’.
Pulse is deeply touching, funny and potent; it weaves scintillating live viola and
voice with animation and story-telling in a grounded and compelling performance.
Pulse was supported by Creative Scotland and previewed at the North Edinburgh
Arts Centre in June 2015. It had a high-profile première in January 2016 as part of
Celtic Connections. A full run at the Edinburgh Fringe was in August 2016 at the
venue Summerhall as part of the Made in Scotland showcase 2016. It has
recently completed another successful run at Edinburgh Fringe 2017.
Pulse is available for touring.
Contact: Kate Taylor, Producer, katetaylorwork@outlook.com

The style of Pulse
Pulse is a multi-artform production, blending live viola and voice, recorded music,
movement, step-dancing storytelling and animation. Text content is around 50%
which can be translated to other languages through subtitles as required, however it
has been successfully presented to non-English speaking audiences.
The set design is minimalist. On stage there is a hazel and stone pendulum which
symbolises an ancient metronome, one chair and Mairi’s viola plays an integral part.
Mairi’s drawings are animated onto a black backdrop. Everything in the set combines
to give an overarching elemental, traditional meets modern feel.

Still from PULSE preview in June 2015 at North Edinburgh Arts Centre, showing Mairi within the projected animation.
Photo Susan Hay

Running time: 55 mins (no interval)
Suitable for audiences aged 8+. Will appeal to those who like theatre, storytelling,
live, traditional and/or electronic music, animation, and fusions of all the above.
Pulse: Creative Team
Mairi Campbell – Performer, Composer and Original Artwork
Kath Burlinson – Co-deviser and Director
Dave Gray – Sound Design and Composer
David Francis – Additional Lyrics
Claire Lamond – Animation
Tim Vincent-Smith – Pendulum Design
Maria Macdonald – Lighting Design and Production Management
Julia Fayngruen – Photographer
Helen Wyllie – Graphic Design
Kate Taylor - Producer
Mairi Campbell is an influential and pioneering Scottish musician whose music has
a rooted and powerful quality. She digs deeply where she stands, drawing on her
well of Celtic ancestry to find rugged, beautiful and mesmerising music that is both
ancient and new.
After studying classical viola at the Guildhall School of Music, Mairi has become an
established member of Scotland’s traditional music scene and is pushing the
boundaries with her soundings and use of free improvisation. An interpreter of Scots
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song, with David Francis, Mairi has contributed a significant number of songs to its
current canon.
She is a regular collaborator, playing with the Occasionals, a Scottish dance band,
Mr. McFalls Chamber, Concerto Caledonia and most recently with Mike Vass. Since
2007 Mairi has led music retreats on the island of Lismore.
www.lismoremusicretreats.com
She is a multi award-winning artist and has received Scots Trad Music Awards,
Instrumentalist of the Year, Scots Singer of The Year and Tutor of The Year. She has
received the Live Ireland Music Award for Best Female Musician of the Year and for
Best Composition of the Year. Mairi’s version of Auld Lang Syne, with David Francis,
was used in the pivotal New Year’s Eve scene of the film Sex and the City.
Kath Burlinson is a theatre maker specialising in devised/ensemble work. In 2009
Kath founded the Authentic Artist Collective, whose productions include Wolf (text by
Iain Finlay Macleod, Escalator East to Edinburgh). Other directing credits
include Stolen Voices, developed at the National Theatre Studio London, (Tête à
Tête festival, Arcola and Grimeborn), Unbroken Line (Ovalhouse), Emily: the making
of a militant suffragette (Cambridge Devised Theatre/Production Exchange UK tour).
Kath was director/dramaturg on Mairi Campbell’s earlier shows with David Francis,
‘The Red Earth’ and Revival!’ The same team created ‘Tales from the World’s End’
for AIYF/YMT, based on stories by Duncan Williamson. www.authenticartist.co.uk
David Gray has been operating the Sound Café Studio for the last 20 years, working
with artists in the fields of jazz, folk, rock and experimental music across the
spectrum of drama, radio and television. Collaborations with the Beta Band’s Robin
Jones and Lemon Jelly’s Fred Deakin have seen the development of David’s
compositional and production skills on the critically acclaimed Roman Nose and
Flashman album projects and have culminated in his current writing and production
collaboration with Mairi Campbell – Pulse – the album and in screenplay writer Tim
Barrow’s latest road movie.
Claire Lamond is a stop motion animator based in a dark cupboard in Edinburgh.
She is drawn to small, personal stories that reflect a wider political society and often
weaves tales together with thread and textiles. Her films have screened at festivals
around the world and have received three consecutive BAFTA Scotland nominations
in animation. She regularly collaborates with museums, musicians and other artists,
has illustrated album covers and, through being a youth-worker in pre-animation life,
she has run animation workshops in local schools and prisons to as far away as the
north slope of Alaska. www.clairelamond.com
Tim Vincent-Smith works where sound meets shape. For Pulse he travelled to
Lismore to glean materials from which to draw inspiration and thereafter to make the
finished kinetic sculpture for this piece. Cut hazel laths in the woods. Lift the rusted
iron and chipped mill stone from the ground where Mairi's grandmother's house once
stood. Rope from the shore. Gravity. Recently, in collaboration with Atzi Muramatzu
and Kate Young, Mairi and Tim formed the Shàmhach Quartet, an improvised string
quartet rooted in diverse traditions. Other work in sound can be found at
theplughole.org, virtual home of Tim's Edinburgh based trio Sink. Sculptural work
under the alias {nook} can be found at nook.org.uk. Also, watch out this year for The
Pianodrome a pop-up theatre made entirely out of 25 junked pianos.
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Pulse: the appeal
Pulse has a universal message of being true to ourselves. Through Mairi’s journey
we are able to reflect on a journey of rediscovery and coming back to our authentic
selves. It captures the struggle between long-established traditions and the need to
find flow and new forms. It is about "coming home" to our cultural roots.
The poster image for Pulse, with Mairi on top of a hill on the Isle of Lismore, is
powerful. It symbolises a warrior energy and an inner strength. It is highly resonant
with Scotland.

Pulse: Target audiences
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing supporters of Mairi Campbell
Audiences of Scottish traditional music
Those who know work of the creative collaborators: David Gray, Kath
Burlinson, David Francis, Claire Lamond
Scottish diaspora communities
Audiences of theatre, storytelling, live, traditional and/or electronic music,
animation, and fusions of all the above
Audiences interested in new and experimental theatre and music.
People interested in finding their own voice or their own pulse
People interested in spirituality, music as therapy, art as a healing tool, and
psychology

Pulse: Promotional material
Videos: http://bit.ly/1WNUfTm
Website: mairicampbell.scot
SoundCloud: soundcloud.com/campbellgray
Facebook: facebook.com/MairiCampbellOfficial
Twitter: twitter.com/mairimusic
Other available materials
•
•
•

•

Written Q&A blog from Mairi specific to your venue
Venue specific e-flyer (on request)
We can ask members of the creative team for blogs relevant to their input into
the work. Please let us know if there is anything specific that might speak to
your audience
We can provide printed copies of the production shots for display in front of
house areas on request

Pulse: Press
Mairi is happy to speak to the press about Pulse; she has generated good press
coverage in the past and Scottish and UK music journalists are familiar with her
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work. We can also involve the wider creative team in press and marketing
opportunities and are keen to assist in all opportunities to publicise the show.
Mairi is available for photocalls where the schedule allows.
For all marketing and press enquiries please contact Marianne Halavage:
marianne@mairicampbell.scot
07779 631391
Press quotes
“her voice can stop the clock”
The Scotsman
“wild…primal… honest”
The Herald
‘Campbell opens her throat in a spirit of belonging that is ancient and modern,
and life-affirming for all of us….Campbell becomes a bold chameleon in her
own back story, switching characters as she goes, lacing humour into the
encounters that now send her voice soaring sweet or viscerally rasping…’
Mary Brennan, The Herald, January 2016
“The overarching way in which she has used her understanding of the Scottish
folk scene, music, and her own life, in the creation of Pulse, makes it unique.
Campbell agitates at the forefront of this notion of combining art forms….”
Joe Peach, West Highland Free Press Feb 2016
“More chilled and hypnotic than Martyn Bennett, this music is for the blissedout stage of the evening”
Folk Roots
“A beguiling brew of folk and trip-hop... potent reminders of the rhythmic thrills
of both traditional and modern dance music”
The Musician
“Mairi is a remarkable musician – an artist whose work transfigures
consciousness”
Alisdair MacIntosh, author of ‘Soil and Soul’

PULSE: TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
STAGING
End on staging minimum 5m x 4m. Black drapes at back of stage and 2 sets of legs.
Set consists of 1 chair, 1 music stand, 1 viola stand and a pendulum.
SOUND
Use of sound desk required
Use of House PA required
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Channel 1 – for Lavalier radio mic (Mairi travels with this). It is used to pick up viola
and voice.
Stereo input for Qlab from Mac Book Pro (mini jack to jack)
LX
Warm general cover (Bastard Amber)
Cool general cover (Steel Blue)
Deep blue back light to cover as much of stage as possible. (Tokyo Blue or Congo
Blue)
Top light special on pendulum at U.S.R. (O/W)
Special on music stand and chair at mid S.L. (O/W)
Special on C.S. (O/W)
Top light special on U.S.C. (O/W)
AV
Ability to rig a Video Projector that Mairi travels with. VGA cable required
The projector will need to be hung front of house to project onto the back drapes U.S.
The projections need to catch Mairi from C.S. to U.S.
AV is controlled from Qlab that Mairi travels with.
DRESSING ROOMS
1 Dressing room required.
RUNNING TIMES
Show running time – 55mins approx.
No interval
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